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Consider an infinite collection of particles travelling in d-dimensional Euclidean space and let 
X, denote the initial position of the nth particle. Assume that the nlh particle has through all time 
the random velocity V, and that { VJ is a sequence of dependent random variables. Let 
X”(t) = X, + V,,t denote the position of the nrh particle at time t Conditions are obtained for the 
convergence of {Xm(tjj to a Poisson process as t +=. Essentially they require that the 
dependence in the V,,-sequence decrease with increasing distance between the initial positions 
and that the conditional distribution of V,, given the initial positions of all the particles and V,, 
k# n be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
I particle systems Poisson process I 
dependent motions traffic flow models 
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1. Introduction 
Consider an infinite system of particles travelling in d-dimensional Euclidean 
space Rd where d is a positive integer. Let Xn be the initial position of the nth 
particle and VW be its constant (but random) velocity; Xn and V,, are d-dimensional 
random vectors. Put X,,(t) = X,, + VJ, the position of the nch particle at time t. Let 
&3) be the number of particles in the set I3 at time t. We will call the random 
measure p, the configuration of the positions at time b. 
Under a fairly wide set of circumstances, we find that in practice the configura- 
tion of such an infinite particle system with random constant velocities can be 
approximated quite well by a Poisson process. An explanation of this Poisson 
tendency has been offered by Breiman El], Dobrushin [4], and Stone [9] who show 
that, under certain “uniformity” conditions on the initial configuration pO, if the 
velocities Vn are independent of e&h other and of @o, then ccl approaches a Poisson 
random measure as t+ m. 
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The assumption of independent velocities is: unrealistic in many cases. Ourobject 
is to extend their results by showing that the same result is true even’when the 
velocities V, depend on each “other, provided that the dependence deereases,,with 
&&sh$ distance betweeh the &it@ positions. ‘In c#&~~$rds, ‘if:.&{, t$‘$ 0, the 
pa&i&j&~~ fq cllti~.fz velociti+ :+$~I+~ ~&&$y.&@$e~ on..& $~&~~~~~i~s of.. 
nearby ~~i&~&,~the~ &d&r cert& izondifions. we, wo& still.ob&& tl$ pdissori 
tendency for the’ cqifiguration of the positjon+ of the particles. Our resylt can also 
be used to explain the occulrence of a Poiss@n process as, p suitable:modql for a. 
pie& of scheduled arrivals with random delays lia&g ‘a I+& .di$er&n in the: 
case in which the delays between arrivals that are ‘schedtiled to be close to one 
another may be correlated 
To illustrate the type of results we obtain, corisider the configuration of vehicles 
on a highway. In this case we take X, apd V, to be real va!ued random variables. 
Suppose that, at time 0, the headwa, j Xm+l - X,. are independent identically 1 
distributed random variables and that the $ive+choose their velocities as follows. 
The n”’ driver consi&&the headway X,+, - X. in front of him;$f X,,+1 - X, 3 S for 
some fixed length 8, then the velocity .k” is %h&en, from” a’ density function p 
independent Of all else; oiherwise, if Xn+* - X, < .& then V, is picked froin a density 
q(V,+,, -) depending on the velocity V,,, o f the vehicle in front. Under certain 
condiGons (see Example (4.1) for the precise statement) we- show that the 
configuration, cc, at time t is approximately Poisson for large f. Of course, in reality, 
the drivers will change their speeds as soon as they no longer feel impeded and will 
pick velocities from the desired density p. Although this is at ‘. :;*qance with our 
model, its effect is to increase the speed of convergence of ~1, V. 2. P&son random 
measure; and hence, our results describe the worst that can har\.h:n. 
In the next section we give a precise formulation of the yrc+ i:.itk and state our 
main result. Section 3 contains its proof. Iri Section 4 we present some examples. In 
one of them the ‘hypotheses of the main result are not satisfied and we have 
converglence to a clustered Poisson process. 
2. Preliminaries and. the main result 
Let (a, &, P) be a complete probability space. We will write N = {O, 1,2,. . .), 
R = [O, a), R“ = (- 30, + a~)~, Z = (0, +_ 1, & 2,. . . }, and Z* w’ill be the integer lattice 
in R’. We will denote the Bore1 subsets of R,, (respectively Rd), by CR+, 
(respectively a”). Further, we wiC let B = [0, lld be the unit cube in R” and 
B0 = [ - l,lld be the cube of side 2 centered at 0. Ber’ore we give the main result we 
will give some preliminary definitions and assumptions. 
2.1. Poisson random measures 
A random measure p on (Rd, 92”) is said to be a Poisson random measure (PM) 
with rate A > Q provided that p(A,), . . ., p(A,) are independent wheuever the 
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Bore1 subsets A ], , . ., A,, of Rd are disjoint, and that p(A) has the Poisson 
distribution with parameter A 1 A 1 where 1 A 1 denotes the Lebesgue measure of A. 
2.2. Position arid velocity sequences 
Let (Xn) and (I&) be two sequences of random variables taking values in Rd, and 
let 
YG=o(X,;nnEN), Y& = 9 v a(V” ; n E N\(k)) (2 1) . 
I 
ivhere a( l ) denotes the o-algebra generated by ( l ). 
Concerning the velocities V,, we suppose that, for any A E ad 
and 
P{ V,,EA 1-F) = T(A) = ,A p(v)dv / 
P(V.EA,l~~}=Q.(,A)=I qn(-,v)du 
A 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
for some distribution 7r with density p and some transition probability Qn from 
(a,%‘“) into (Rd, 3”) which has a density q,, : ~‘2 x Rd + [0, b] jointly measurable in 
(0, v) and bounded by some fixed number b > 0. In other words, although the 
velocities (VJ are not independent, the distribution of a single velocity is 
independent of the positions of all the particles. The boundedness of 9” implies that 
supP{X,(t)E A}< bt-d IA 1 
n 
cw 
thus putting an upper bound on the probability that a particle is in the set A at 
time t. 
2.3. The initial configurafion 
We now introduce conditions on the initial configuration r_~ = 1~~. Recall that 
B = [0, lid is the unit cube in Rd and that for any scalar s E R and vector x E Rd we 
write x + sB for the set of all points of the form x + sy with y E B. 
2.5. Conditions. (a) The random measure p is stationary and ergodic; 
(b) For any a E (0, l), 
. 
Condition (2Sb) limits the growth of the second moment of the number of 
particles in s”B as a function of s. Condition (2Sa) implies that there exists a 
constant h >O such that 
1imE EL(X-sB)_ ~0 
S-+= [I Sd II (24 
uni?ormly in x E Rd ; Debes [3]. This is the Lkonvergence assumption on p used 
by Stone [9]. 
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2.4, The s;‘tu&ture of depen’ience between welocities 
For Bore1 sets A C I3 in Rd ‘put 1 B” -AI=inf{lx-yI:xEA,yES”}.Let W 
and 2 be positive random variables bounded above by 1 such that 2 is 
a( v&(i,); i _E liij&&urable~ and”‘iw .is ,~(~~~~~~~.j~:~‘Ei;~j.;;iiea~~~~~!~; (I*‘(X) & 
’ 
1 if ‘%E”A &S 0 if x: E-A ).:&We .now .n&o$uce: a &dditioti &ncemitqg the 
conditional independence of vir ‘and 2 given z 9 
2.7. Conditiion. There is a nonincreasing. nonnegative function 9 on R+ such that 
for all sets A and B in ad with A C B and all random variables W’and 2 as above 
tind 
E[IE[ZW 1 @‘I - E[Z 1 slE[W Is] 11 s 4(if~” - A I) 
limsdd,(sc)=O (2 8) . 
s-f= 
for some c E (0,l). 
Condition (2.7) is a type of &mixing condition for the conditional joint 
distribution of the velocities of particles whose initial. positions are in the set A and 
tRe velocities of particles whosejinitial positions are-in the set Be given the positions 
of all the patiicles at time 0. Roughly, it states that if 1 B” - A I is large, then W and 
2 are conditionally independent given 9 almost sureiy. Condition (2.7) is satisfied, 
for example,.if the velocity of a particle is independelzt of the velocities of particles 
more than a distance 6 away. 
The following is the main result of this paper. 
2.9. Theorem. lf conditions (2.2), (2.3), (2.9, and (2.7) are satisfied, then 
liil’(pt(Ai) = Iii; i = 1,. . ., n) = B{v(Ai) = ki; i = 1, l l 0, n) 
for all finite sequences of bounded sets (Ai ; i = ‘1,. . ., n}, in au with I 8Ai I= 0, 
i = 1,. . ., n where Y is a PM with rate A and i3Ai denotes the boundary of the ~6 + Ai. 
We will give the proof of this result in the next section. In the last section we will 
present hree examples: two in which the hypotheses of the Theorem are satisfied 
and one in which the hypothesis (2.3) is not satisfied. In the latter we have 
convergence to a clustered .Poisson process rather than a Poisson process. 
3. Pro& of the main result 
We will give the proof of Theorem 2.9 in a series of lemmas. Recalling that 
& = [ -a 1, l]‘, we will assume initially that there is a velocity v. > 0 such tF?at 
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+,Bo) = 1; (3 1) . 
that is, the velocities of the particles are bourded. 
Fix a bounded set A E 3”. Then there is a constant a > 0 such that A c aBd3. Let 
pt = t’, at = fr+(‘-c)@, and y, = cyr + @, where c is the constant in condition (2.7). Put 
Mt = (m E Zd : {my# +y,B} n,(a + vOt)Bo# 8). (3 2) . 
Mt. is the collection of vectors m E Zd such that the intersection of the shifted 
smaller hypercube my, + ~/IB and the larger set (a + u,t)B, is not empty. Note that 
Card MI s 2”0{(a + vot)y;l}d 
where f 
(3 3) . 
@{x}=inf{nEN: nax} for xER+. 
Let r’ be the hypekxbe z + a,B where z is the vector in Rd each of whose 
components is $(yt - a,); that is, r’ is the hypercube with sides of length cy, that is 
centered in the larger ‘hypercube ytB. For each m E Zd let I”:, := my, + 1”’ and 
A k = {m yr + ytB} - r&. rk is the hypercube with sides of length cyI that is centered 
in the larger hypercube my, + ytB. Put 
and 
z?f = c II-A (Xk)IA OXk(f) 
k 
W&=X InA !Xk)L QL(t); 
k 
that is, Zi, (respectively W&), is the number of particles that were in rh 
(respectively A a), at time 0 and are in A at time t. 
We will show that :as t + 00 the random variables {ZL; m E IV,} are asymptoti- 
cally independent ; 
liin&P{Z:,=l)=h(A~; !i? ,c., P{Z:, 3 2) = 0; 
I F , 
and the probability law of p?(A) nearly equals that of &,,,Zl, for t sufficiently 
large. 
3.4. Lemma. If (2.3) and (2.5) hold, then 
and 
Proof. Note that 
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by (2.4). Hence, putting q,(A) = 6 1 A 1 fvd 
P{Z’,= k 1 iF}$ (.‘(,rb))qt(A)’ for k =+(.I%), 
Therefore, 
E[Z’,; 2:,22] ~E[O(lu~T~)2b(~4)2)], 
(3.5) now follows from (3.3) and (2.5). Similarly, 
for some constant K since p is stationary. The result now follows from the 
definitions of ‘yI and a#. 
3.7. Lemma. If conditions (2.2) (2.3), (2..5), and (3.1) hold, then 
-[IT r(y)-AlA//]. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 5 of Stone 1[9] are satisfied by (2.2). Hence, the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 of Stone [91 are satisfied by (2.2) and (2.6) and we have 
By (2.2) the definition of M,, and (3.1) 
The resu,lt now follows from Lemma (3.4). 
3.8. Proposition. If the hypotheses of Lemma 3.7 are satisfied and (2.7) holds then 
for a >o 
GTEfexp{ - apt(A)}]‘= exp{ - (1 - e-“)h I A I}. 
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Proof. Let Y’ = xM, WL. > 0 and let NT = { > E Then. 
apt(A)}] = fi5E -u& Z,,- aY’ I II 
-ax Zf,,-aY’ 
W 
-a2 Z’,- ac ;(NF)’ . 
Mt I I 
By (3.6) lim,,, I”(NQ = 0. Hence 
~~E[exp{- w(A)}]r!$E[exp( - az Zf,,-- atz}]. 
Since E is arbitrary, 
!%E[expk- a~@))] = FiE [ exp[ - az zk]]* 
I 
By W), 
E[IE[exp{ -az z:.)ls]-n,[,x~{-aZ-)1~]j]~~ard(M,)9(11) 
which tends to 0 as t + 30 by (2.8). 
Let 
p?m=(l - e-“)P{Zi = 11%) + k$2 (1 - emak)P{ZL = k 19). 
Then 
g E[exp{ - aZJ Is] = n (I- p3 
MI 
Note that 
E [ c (pfn)’ ] d c E[O(qt(A)2p(T:.)2)i 
Mt Ml 
which tends to zero as t--,m by (2Sb). 
Let 0: = { &,JP~)~ c E}. Then for E sufficiently small 
E[exp[ -(~pl-E)};R:J+E[a(l-pl);(R:).]~ 
Since JZ is arbitrary, 
!@E[a (l-p:“)]= 
I 
The result now follows from Lemmas (3.4) and (3.7). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.9. By the remark following Proposition 3.2 of Jagers [7], {pI} is 
tight if artd only if {p,(C)} is tight for all compact C E a”. Since the set A E iRd of 
Proposition 3.8 was an arbitrary bounded set, {pt} is tight under the added 
hypothesis 3.1. The result of Theorem 2.9 under the added condition 3.1 now 
follows by a result of Renyi’s [6] in the version of Proposition 4.2 of Jagers [7] from 
Proposition 3.8. 
It remains to dispose of condition 3.1. For an arbitrary stationary sequence {V,,} 
satisfying the hypotheses of the Theorem 2.9 and any E > 0 pick v. so that 
1 - T(VoBo) < E. 
Define a new set of random variables VL by 
I 
Vk if Vk f voBo, 
Vl= 
Yk if Vk e voBo. 
where { Yk} are independent random variables each having a uniform distribution 
on uaBo. Then { VL; k E N) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 2.9 and 3.1. Put 
Xi(t)= ik + VLt and &== Z&E~~(,:); (E,(B) = 1 if x E B and 0 otherwise for 
B E sd). We have shown that p: converges weakly to a PM with rate A as t + 00. 
Let A be a bounded set in Bd. Put 
Dk (A? = {xk (f) E A, X:(t) fz! A}, 
D;(A) = {x;(t) E A, Xk(z;) tif A}, 
and C = (v&)C. Then 
P{DI,(A))~P{X,(t)EA, Vk E C}= E L,(X)~(du)]. 
Hence, 
c P{D&Q)cE 
k [I 
,u(A - ut)n(du) = KIA In(C)dKlA IE 
C 1 
for some K > 0 since p is stationary. Similarly 
P{D:(A )) s P{XL(t) E A, Vk E C} = P{X; + Ykt E A, Vk E C}. 
Hence, 
7 P(DI(A?) s p$-~ 
I 
E[p(A - ut)]du = K 1 A 1 E. uuBo 
Therefore, for all t > 0, 
P{&A)f p:(A))s2jA IKE 
from which it follows that 
lP{I_c,(A) = jl- Pipi =. j) 
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for all t > 0 and j E N. Since E is arbitrary we have 
limp{@,(A) = j} =iteeAiAty. 
t--r- . 
The result now follows from the arguments in the first paragraph of the proof. 
4. Examples 
In this section we present some exar__ples. The first is the application of Theorem 
(2.9) to the traffic model alluded to in the introduction. The third gives a case in 
which the assumptions of Theorem (2.9) are not satisfied and we have convergence 
to a Poisson cluster process rather than to a Poisson process. In the second example 
the assumptions of Theorem (2.9) are satisfied but the dependence of the velocities 
is not Markovian. 
4.1. Example. Let (X,,) be a sequence of real-valued random variables such that 
X,, is interpreted as the position of the r,th vehicle on a highway at time zero. 
Suppose that {X,+, -X,,; n 2 1) and {X-, -X_,_,; n > 1) are independent 
sequences of independent random variables each with the same distribution. We 
assume that the random measure p induced by the positions of the vehicles at time 
zero satisfies conditions (2.5). 
Let Vn be the constant velocity of the nth vehicle. We assume the velocities of all 
the vehicles are nonnegative and that the driver of the nth vehicle chooses his 
constant velocity at time 0 in the following manner. There is a S > 0 so that 
p(X2 - X1 > S} > 0; that is, there is a positive probability of the headway between 
two vehicles being greater than S. For n 2 1, n 6 - 2, and A E 3, 
71‘(A) = 
I 
?wdx if X”C, - X” 3 6, 
A 
P(V,EA I?&}= (4.2) 
Q( K+l, A) = 
I 
q(K+l, y)dy if X+r-X < 6 
A 
and 
if X, - X_, a S, 
P{V_,EA 1%,}= (4.3) 
Q(V,,A) if X,-X-,<S 
where 7r is a distribution having density p and Q is a transition probability from 
(R+, 3,) into itself having the bounded density function q. Further we assume that 
7r is the unique invariant measure for Q. In other words, if the headway between 
the nth and (n + l),, vehicle at time 0 is greater than or equal to S, the nth driver 
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chooses his velocity from the density p independent of the other vehicles. If the 
headway is less than 6, his velocit:r will depend on the velocity of the vehicle in front 
of him. 
4.4. Theorem. p, converges weakly tc a PM with rate A as t + 9 
Proof. 7r is unique invariant for @, (2.2) and 
are satisfied (4.2) and The conditions 2.5 are assumed. It to 
show condition (2.7) satisfied. Let b] be interval of Put 
J/ Max{sup(I Xj+, /Xi 1: xi E b]), 
inf(Xk--a: ~[a$]), inf(b-Xk: Xk E[a,b])}. 
If 2 E a( VJt-z),a)(Xi)) and W E u( C gitb,m)(Xi)) are positive random variables 
bounded above by 1, then 
that is, the velocities of vehicles whose initial positions are in (- 00, a) are 
independent of the velocities of vehicles whose initial positions are in (b, a) if there 
is a headway in the interval [a, b] which is greater than S. Since at most 
8((b - a)/6) - 1 intervals of length S can fit into [a, b] 
E [I[“,@*] s O(pIX”., - X” < S}e((b-n)‘~~-X) 
recalling that 0(x) = inf{sz E N: n > x}. But P(X,+, - Xn < 6) < 1 by assumption 
and therefore (2.7) is satisfied for any c E (0,l). 
In the next example the velocities of the particles are dependent bu: the 
dependence is not Markovian. 
4.5. Example. Fix l/A >OandputX, = n(l/h), y1 =O, 21, +2,... . Let(S,)bea 
sequence of independent exponential random variables with parameter p > 0. Fix 
0 < p < 1 and 0 s p < 1. Let ( Un) and ( Wn) be independent sequences of indepen- 
dent variables taking the values 0 and 1 with P( Un = 0) = p and P( Wn = 0) = p. Put 
and 
Vn = @6, + &A,-, 
A, = 2 P”-~ w&. 
k--so 
(4.6) 
(4 7) . 
(Vn) is a EARMA(1, 1) process (exponential mixed autoregressive-moving average 
process of order l), in the sense of Jacobs and Lewis 161. In [6] it was shown that 
(VB) is a stationary sequence of dependent exponential random variables with 
parameter A. The process (Vn) is not Markovian in general. 
We interpret Xn as the position of the nth particle at time 0 and Vn as its random 
constant velocity. Then X,,(t) = Xn + V,t is the position of the dh particle at time t. 
For A E 3, let p,(A) = & IA oXk (t), the number of particles whose positons at 
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time t are in A. Then p, is the random counting measure induced by the positions 
of the particles at time t. 
4.8. Theorem. pu, converges weakly to c: PM with rate A as t -+ w. 
Proof. The random counting measure p induced by the X,, satisfies (2.5). We 
need to show that the other assumptions of Theorem 2.9 are satisfied. Note that by 
(4.7) (A,,) is a discrete time Markov process. EIy (4.6) we have that for C E 3, 
P(V”ECIV,;k#n)= 
=E[P(V”ECEVk;k#n,Aj;j#n-l)] 
h e-““‘@dx 
Ae- r(‘--An-I)‘Bdx 1 An-z, A,, I 1 Vk ; k f n . I 
Thus the conditional distribution of 5’. given V,; kf n has a bounded density. 
In [6], it was shown that if B = f( Vn, If”+,, . . ., V,,,) and C = 
iT(Vn+m+k, Vn+m+k+l,. .) are two events, then 
jP(B n C)- P(B)P(C)J S ap!” 
for k sufficiently large and some constant a > 0. Hence condition 2.7 is satisfied for 
any 0 < c < 1. The result now follows from Theorem 2.9. 
In the las,t ex,..,mple the conditions of Theorem 2.9 are not satisfied. 
4.9. Exam@. Fix 0 <p < 1 and a constant S = P/A > 0. Let the position of the 
nth vehicle on a highway at time 0 be nS, n E 2; that is, the initial positions of the 
vehicles are deterministic, the distance between two vehicles being S. We will 
as&me that the nonnegative constant velocity V,, of the nch vehicle is chosen as 
follows: with probability p the vehicle chooses its velocity from a distribution T 
that is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure independent of the 
other vehicles; with probability (1 - p) it takes on the velocity of the first vehicle to 
the right of it at time 0. 
More precisely, let (U,,) be a sequence of independent nonnegative random 
variables with distribution 7r. Let (Z”) be a sequence of independent random 
variables taking the values 0 and 1 independent of (U”) with P(Z,, = 1) = p. Put 
No = 0, Nk = inf{at > Nkel: Z, = l}, and 1Y_k = sup{n < N-k+,: Z, = 1) for k 2 1. 
Then 
VI3 = ucl, V” = u,,, Nk _, < n d Nip 
Let Lk = Nk - Nk_! - 1 be the number of vehicles in the platoon following the 
Nib vehicle. For A E 3 and B CN put v,(A x B) = ‘Tfz -IA 0 XN~ (C)I, 0 La ; that is, vf 
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is the random counting measure induced by the positions at time t of the leaders 01 
the platoons and the number of vehicles in the platoon. 
Let ,Ar,. . e, A, be bounded sets in B and B,, . . ., B, be finite sets in JV, the 
collecticn of subsets of N. Put D = Uk Ak x &. The arguments in the proof of 
Theore:m 2.9 can be used to show that the distribution of Z+(D) converges to a 
Poissojn distribution with parameter m x G(D) as t + 00 where m x G is the 
product measure on (R X N, 9? X Jlr) of m ( l ) = A 1 l 1 and G with G(k) = (1 - p)“p, 
k =o,s,... . Hence by the arguments used before, vI converges weakly to a PM 
with mean measure m G; that for any B ‘8-x JV with x G(B) < ~0, V(B) 
has a Poisson distribution with parameter pn X’ b(B); if m x G(B) = 00, then 
u(B) ‘=: 00 with probability one. 
Siwz (X,,) is deterministic and V,, = V, for all IVk+ < n s IQ., 
pr(A) = 2 3 b(&, (t)- id) 
k i=O 
for any Bore1 set A of R. Hence cc, converges weakly to a cluster process, (cf. [2]), 
the primary points of which form a Poisson process with rate A ; each primary point 
serves as the origin for a terminating renewal process on ( - cc, 0] with interarrival 
distribution F on (- a,O] with 
0 if 1 x 1 < 8, 
F(x) = 
I (l-p) if jxIW3. 
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